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CAROL & FRANK DEBUTS COLLABORATION WITH WILLIAMSBURG, PET LINE, NEW COLORS
NEWPORT NEWS, Va.,—Fashion-forward bedding and lifestyle brand, carol & frank is adding to its
spirited and stylish repertoire with a collaboration with WILLIAMSBURG brand, two new colorways, and
a line of pet products that gives back to the community.
In its first collaboration with WILLIAMSBURG brand, carol & frank introduces the Cassie bedding
collection inspired by 1800's wallpaper with a timeless style and boho edge. An authentic hand blocked
indigo-on-white tulip pattern graces the cotton voile ground of this quilt and a reversible hand blocked
apple pattern coordinates perfectly with the Georgie pillow, another collaborative piece.
Keep it classy with the Lottie Collection. Designed in collaboration with WILLIAMSBURG, these pillows
lend a timeless style to your favorite space. An allover tulip pattern gives this jacquard woven pillow a
touch of refinement while keeping it casual with contrasting tassels. Available in three colors: Indigo,
Coal, and Dune, there’s a pillow to match your every whim and mood.
The brand’s fall 2018 collection is all about embracing unconventional pairings and contrasting colors.
The Dot Pillow, a carol & frank favorite, makes its debut in Tomato and the beloved Dash Pillow creates
a striking Coal-on-white contrast atop a cotton slub ground. Both are designed to mix and match
alongside new and existing collections.
carol & frank’s chic & charitable initiative continues to grow with adoptable pets featured in the fall
2018 style book along with a pet line comprised of pet quilts featuring the dot pattern and pet scarves
available in a set of five different patterns. Not only are they adorable, a portion of the sales from the
pet scarves will be donated to the Peninsula SPCA, the local no-kill animal shelter in the brand’s home
town of Newport News, Va. The company plans to expand this initiative for future collections.
To learn more about carol & frank, visit carolandfrankstyle.com.
At carol & frank, we believe home should be an expression of personal style. Designed with you in mind,
creativity and quality are at the heart of each of our collections. With imaginative patterns and on-trend
techniques, we make it easy for you to bring fashionable, spirited style to your favorite space.
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